**Harvard Defeats Engineer Kickers In Close Contest**

Crimson Scores Twice In Last Half But Bests Ravens By 2-0 Score

Team Leaves For Army Today

The M.I.T. soccer team dropped its last game of the fall season in a heartbreaking 5-0 last Saturday by a second-half flourish Harvard eleven. The team was in the lead at the half but was shut out in the second half, but Harvard pushed across five goals in the second half of the contest. This was the second game of the season that the Crimson was shut out. Harvard was able to get in moving. Captain Ralph Carter said that Harvard goals were not converted. Captain Harry Shear, Duke Huxley, and George Gray were outstanding defensive players.

Hastings of Harvard, broke the tying of the half with a beautiful shot into the top corner. And it was Hastings again in the final quarter that scored to seal the end of this M.I.T. kick-off of a slippery ball. Captain Altera was at the top of the Harvard list when he made the tie score. This week include Gray, J. Hamilton, Rex Huxley, Weismann, Halley, Wojtczak, Ceballos, Wu, Arnow, Freesley, and Kromz.

"They never doubt their own success. Every game they've played this year, of course, fall for them. It is impossible, therefore, to blame the M.I.T. team. They are just too good, too prolific to be judged by juvenile standards."

The college man likes the college girl for her superficiality. Any college girl knows that to go over one must recognize the fact that she is in college and can think for herself. She must be able to take criticism. This is the message she has been taught since infancy by her parents.
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